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The system of ordinary differential equations we study here are all of the 
general form 
- = v + dy3 
dt 
dh 
dt = Yz 
dys -= 
dt --wY~ + cya + R, 
where Y2, Ys , R, , R3 are functions of y = (yr , ys , ya) q~ and E; and of 
period 2~ in p. v, d, w are real constants. We shall assume that Ri( y, 9, 0) + 0 
and R$(O, v, C) = 0 for (i = 1, 2). 
The special form of (1) was suggested to us by Dr. W. Haseltine because 
of the fact that such systems occur in a variety of problems in ballistics. 
As the system stands the two basic theorems on periodic surfaces do’ not 
apply because the linear terms have a characteristic root with a zero real part 
(i.e., h = fiw are characteristic roots). The first step to bypass this difficulty 
is to introduce new variables (T, 0) replacing ( yz , ys) by 
yz = y cos we 
y3 = Y sin we 
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If this is done the equations take the form 
de -& = 1 + @PI + &PI 
& dt = v + dr sin we 
dy, -= 
at 
cos wer 
dr 
- = R[Ol + ERKl 
at 
where 
@El] = f Lcos weu, - sin wey2] 
a.01 = f [coswe R, - sin weR,] 
RPI = [COS weu, + sin weu,] 
R[Ol = [cos weR, + sin eR,] 
Thus Nil, RI”] are functions of (6, y, r, y) and periodic of period 2~ in p and 
27~l0.1 in 8. 
Initially we shall next assume that the R.H.S. of (2) is independent of yi . 
This mill simplify the presentation of the results. In the last section me shall 
show how each of the earlier results relates to they1 dependent case. 
When the R.H.S. is independent ofy, the solution ofyr equation is obtained 
by quadratures. Therefore in the first five examples we shall consider the 
system (2) without the yr equation. The examples are discussed for the 
autonomous case, but the results can be extended to the non-autonomous 
case. See “Remark” after example 5. 
The theorems to be applied are (see [I]) 
de 
- = w, 4 Y + 4% 4 + y(e, Y, 4 Y dt 
wkele e = (4 ,..., e,), p = (pl ,..., pB) y = (yl ,..., yJ, 01 is a q x p matrix, 
01, 0” a p vector a(B, t) a q vector, B, Y are q x q f?lat~ices, Y-(0, 0, C> E 0, 
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a(& 0) = 0, the R.H.S. lzusperiod wi in Bi (i = I,..., p) and is class C[ll in (8, y) 
and class C[Ol in (0, y, E) for all 8, Ij y /j < R, and / E 1 < co. 
Let B(8, 0) = B = diag(Bl, Bg) and By = (B1yl, Bayy2). Assume that 
for all 0 I(Biyi, yi)l 3 b llyi /I2 f or i = 1, 2 for b u constant > 0. Let 
Q = (tX!Pi/t%j)(0, 0) and let A(0) b e a characteristic root of 1/2(Q + Q). 
ASSUW that h(B) < b for all 8. 
There is an E’ > 0 such that for / E 1 < E’ the equation (3) has a zdnique 
periodic surface y = ~(0, E) of ckzss Co in (0, E), and S(0, 0) = 0. 
For any function f = f (8) = f (0, ,..., 0,) of period wi in Bi (i = l,..., p) and 
p real numbers pi (let p = (pci ,..., ,uv)) we define 
= &iz 
I 
‘f(0 + pt) dt. 
0 
THEOREM B. Let 
d0 
x = I-L + W(4 y, 4 y + @ye, c)] 
dr 
x = GW% 4 Y + 45 4 + Y(B, y, c) y] 
(4) 
with the same hypothesis as in Theorem A. If the conditions on Q(0), a(e), and 
B(B) are replaced by similar ones on MJ& , MUa, and M,,B the same conclusion 
holds. 
Example 1. Assume @toI = RIoI = 0, and d = 0. These assumptions 
make equations (2) have the same general form as equation (4) of Theorem B, 
i.e. the angle (or periodic) variables equation have a R.H.S. which is constant 
plus a term that vanishes at E = 0 and the normal (or nonperiodic) variables 
equation vanishes at E = 0. 
To apply theorem B we define 
B[ll(O, cp, r) = M,R[‘l(e, v, T, 0) 
for p = (Y, 1). If 25~ and 2,/w are imcommensurable then Rtll is a function of r 
alone. If 21~ and 25-/w are commensurable (i.e. if w is rational) then at11 may 
also be a function of r, 8, v. 
The first requirement to be satisfied if Theorem B is to apply is that there 
exist r’J such that 
Rye, p, l-0) E 0. (5) 
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The second requirement is that 
F(e,y,P) #O all (4 d. 
To see how these two conditions relate to Theorem B one introduces a new 
variabIe p defined by r = r0 + p. p will then correspond to y of Theorem B. 
An easy computation then shows that 
Mua(8, 0) = R-qe, fp,, TO) 
IMJqe, 0) = F (0, y, f-0) (7) 
Thus if (5) holds, equation (7) implies that two of the conditions of Theorem 
B are satisfied. 
The third condition can, after several elementary manipulations which 
we omit, be formulated this way: Let 
d(6, q7) = M,@q?, y, ro, 0) 
n 
e = ep, 9’) = $ 
and 
f=f(O,p) = g 
Then we require 
h = *[f + (f* + ez)lj2]. 
SUPI V,p7)l < inf (B.P) qf (0, y, Y”) 1. 03) 
Example 2. Assume @to1 = Rr”J E 0, and d = 0. Defining R-E11 as 
before we now shall suppose there does not exist r” such that equation (5) 
holds. It is still possible to prove the existence, but (5) must be replaced by the 
conditions 
T (0, ‘p, 9-0, 0) = 0 
qg (e, p, Y, 0) = 0 
(9) 
Assuming then that (6) and (8) hold . m addition to (9), Theorem B does 
guarantee that there does exist a family of periodic surfaces r = s(@, .s). 
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This is the assertion of generalization (3.4) of [I]. In the present situation 
we are using techniques that require knowledge of S(B, 0) if it should happen 
not to be zero. Namely, S(e, 0) . p is recisely the function that is used to make 
a change of variables in the equation reducing this case to the last example. 
If f(0, v) = MUW# 9, r”, 0) + 0, we have no formula for S(0,O). If 
d(C?, 9’) = 0 then 
sye, y) = s(e, v, 0) = --R--[ye, y, +, 0) (Ep) (4 y, ~0, 0). 
If one makes the change of variables Y = r” + p + S”(B, y) the conditions 
of Theorem B will hold for the resulting equations for 0, v, p. 
The resulting equation for p has the form 
*- 
p- ag, --~-~(,+.0[1l)+ER[11=, say, •~v5 y, p) 
We need two facts about the averaging procedure: 
(1) If M,f =f then iVI&fg = fM,,g 
af af (2) IfMUf=ftheno-+f=O. 
+ 
From these it follows that 
Thus 
M,p[“qe, qJ, p, 0) = M,m(e, y, ro + p + so, 0). 
It also follows that the third condition is satisfied because if one defines the 
new 0 equation by 
Then 
and 
oqe, v, p, t) = aye, ?, yo + p + so, g 
M,oqe, qJ, 0,O) = Muo~ll(e, F, po, 0) = 0 
Example 3. Assume @toI = R[Ol GE 0, but d # 0. In this form Theorem 
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B does not apply because in the equation for the periodic variables the term 
independent of E is assumed constant. This difficulty can be bypassed by 
introducing a new periodic variable 01 defined by the equation 
f$ = a + m(0, Y) 
where m = -(d/w) Y cos ~0. If the transformation to the new variables 
(o1,B, r) is carried out the resulting equations are 
da 
- = v + E 
[ 
d 
dt 
; cos weR[ll(e, a + m, Y, E) - dr sin wtKbP(ff, a: -/- m, Y, E) 
1 
dr 
z = cR[ll(@, 01 + m, r, c) 
With the equations in this form one proceeds as in example 1 if there does 
exist an P-O such that 
AG!,R[~I (e, a + (- ;) r, cos we, Y”, E) EGG 0. 
If there does not exist such an r” one proceeds as in example 2. 
Example 4. We shall assume that for 2 = R[Ol, i3R[“llar, @[OJ or a@t”l/a~ 
that Z(6,$, 0, C) = 0. We also assume R[ll(B, 4, 0,O) ES 0. These assumptions 
allow us to assume for sufficiently smooth functions that R[Ol, OIOlt and RE1l 
have the form 
RF’1 = r2RF’l 
@CO1 = $@w 
RPI zz Ea + bp + RPI 
where a, b are functions of 19, + alone of period 27/w, 27r respectively, where 
RIoI, @[“I, RI11 are functions of 8,$, and T of period ~?T/w and 2~ respectively 
in 0, +, and where RLal = O(l Y 1 + / E I>“. 
The substitution z = up gives for (6,+, p) the equations 
de 
dt= 
1 + 01 + Eapa@ol) 
4 
4 
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p = f Rqe, p, Ep, 4 + P2RF0’(4 qJ> cp). 
Equation (8) now has a form where examples 1 and 2 are applicable. 
Example 5. We shall assume that there is an r” such that Rr”l(8, p, r”) z 0. 
The original assumptions on the R, of equation (1) guarantee that r” = 0 is 
one such value, but there may be others. 
If we put Y = r” + l P the resulting equations are of the form 
de 
dP, dt = v + dr” sin w0 + l pd sin wf? 
4 Jj = Pye, qJ, 6) + zye, qJ, 4 P + w4 93 p, 4 p 
where 
(9) 
01 = m(e, v, YO + Ep, q - oqe, y, yo, E) + aye, ‘p, ro + Ep, c) 
z-1 = Rye, y, P, s) 
wl = y (e, p, +, Cl + c F (e, p, yo, c) 
P[zl = f {RPI + &PI - &WI - &‘[llp] 
The precise form of Pal is immaterial for what follows except for the fact that 
m(e, v, 0, c) = 0. 
Equation (9) is not of the form where theorem A applies because of the 
presence of the term P[Ol. This is the form considered by Sacker. As is shown 
in [I] if 
aiyqe, 92, 0) > 0 (or < 0) (10) 
There is a periodic surface r = S”(B, p, l ) of the truncated system 
de z = 1 + wlp, 9), q 
(11) 
z%L= 
dt 
v + fir0 sin 038. 
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Furthermore, the change of variables p = x + SO(B, y, 6) will transform (9) 
to the form 
- = 1 + orqe, cp, ro, c) + dm(e, 97% x + so, c) 
dt 
d9, - = v + dr” sin ~6’ + .C(X + So) sin w0 
dt 
where PIzl(O, y, 0~) = 0. Theorem A will apply to (12) provided the con- 
ditions hold. 
Unfortuantely the procedure just described is nonconstructive since it 
requires knowledge of the solution functions of the first two of equations (LO). 
Namely, let &(t, to, 80, v”, E) (; = 1,2) be the solution function (y, 6) = C/J = 
(#r , #a) with #(to, to, 0O, TO, C) = (80, v”) and suppose the first condition (10) 
holds. Then 
- Exp 1 -J7 I”“($@, 0, 8, V, E), cr) ds( d:. 
0 
Remark. All the previous examples carry over with no essential modifi- 
cation to the case of non-autonomous systems. Namely if system (2) was of the 
form 
d$ 
-& zz 1 + @[Ol + &Fl 
6 dt= v+drsinw6 
dr 
z = RF’1 + &VI 
but where MO], O[rl, R[Ol, RPl were now functions of (v, 8, t, T, cj one would 
make these modifications: The average M, would be 
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The resulting surfaces would be S = S(e, p, t) and periodic, almost periodic, 
or bounded in t according as the R.H.S. was in t (boundedness in t is always 
required). 
Example 6. The yr dependent case. 
Each of the first four examples for they, independent cases led after several 
types of substitutions to a system of the sort where Theorem B was then to be 
applied. These transformations in the case of yr dependence change (2) to a 
form corresponding to equation 4. 
The problem here is to take equation (4) and modify it by supposing that 
01, 02, B, A, and Y are all functions of a new variable x (corresponding to yr) 
and to add the equation R = y1 sin ~6,. Thus the general form of the 
equation is 
4 = p + @1(8, y, x, c) y + 02(4 c)] 
3 = GV, x, 4 Y + a(4 x, 4 + Y(& y, x, 4 Y] (13) 
3i = y1 cos we, .
As this stands neither Theorem A or B apply, nor do any of the results 
which are a combined form of equations (3) and (4). This is because the 
coefficient of yr in the x equation has zero mean. If we assume that 
4, = 1 + E& and j, = ~pr then the change of variables 
leads to 
x = v +y,/cosinwB = v -j-m (14) 
e = p + E[@l(6, y, v + 112, c) y + @ye, e)] 
j = @(R v + ?*t, 4~ 4 48, a + m, 4 + V, Y, v + m, 4~1 (15) 
d = -+iJ1 cos ~6 + Yl sin wS/ru]. 
This does have the general form of equation (4). Define CV = EV(B, y, v, e) 
as the R.H.S. of the v equation. Let x = (y, V) and (15) be written as 
e = p + @(8, x, c) x + Q2(8, E)] 
2 = E[c(e, e) x + q, c> + qe, 2, c> 21 (16) 
where Z(0,0, E) = 0. If this is done one finds 
@(6, e) = qe, c). 
This shows that the conditions on the 0 equations are not affected by the x 
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dependence (originally they, variable in (2)). One also finds on comparing (15) 
and (16) that 
-fw, 0, 4 
d(0, E) = 
cos weo~2 + -7 sin we A&l, o7 E) ’ 
The original condition M,A E 0 applies to all but the last coordinate of d 
and this puts restrictions on both A1 and 0, y 2. There are similar complications 
in evaluating C(0, E). 
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